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Environmental Biotechnology today faces the challenge of being an already

established/developed discipline (that started three or four decades ago) that

has to cope with still unresolved/quite complex issues to foster its impact on

people living the 21st century.

Perhaps, one of the best ways to show the initial promises and the today’s

challenges faced by Environmental Biotechnology is to revise the history

behind one of its flagships: degradation of aromatic, pollutant compounds.

Already in the 1950s the first researchers started classical enrichment

cultures for the mineralization of toxic, but not only xenobiotic chemical

compounds, long before environmental contamination became evident in

the 1970s, and barely considered an issue of any public concern. But slowly,

from then on, a change in paradigm occurred, and environmental concerns

became more and more evident, searching for solutions in combatting

pollution and reducing health hazards. This was the beginning of a great

moment, first in environmental microbiology, later on in environmental

biotechnology. However, not all expectations got fulfilled in the search for

the superbug capable of degradation of all toxic pollutants, and even the

onset of genetic engineering for degrading and detoxifying microbes in the

later 1980s was of little promising. More sophisticated genetic tools for such

and other purposes, on the other hand, raised strong public concern, and

provoked the development of safe containment systems to prevent the

spread of genetically modified microorganisms (GEMs). Although, from the

view of the microbiologist, such containment for simple systems, e.g. those

obtained by transfer of catabolic traits between degrading microorganisms,

interspecies exchange or transfer via plasmids or transposon systems, in a

retrospective view was not necessary, the development of more complex,

and more and more artificial systems triggered a stringent demand. Schmidt

and de Lorenzo have compiled this exciting story culminating in the

generation of synthetic microorganisms and respective options for safe

containment.

However, very few of above systems are close to implementation into

(technical) processes. The microbiology in complex marine systems and

its diversity arising upon severe oil spills is not fully understood although

some good progress has been made, as shown by Acosta-González and

Marqués. The same applies to the role of anoxically dehalogenating species

such as Dehalococcoides and a few others catalyzing reductive reactions on

polyhaloaromatic (mainly chlorinated or brominated) compounds in general
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(Nijenhuis and Kuntze), and more focused on a special application, the

dehalogenation of brominated flame retardants (Waaijers and Parsons)

in contaminated sediments. Luque-Almagro et al. inform us about the

biodegradability of waste streams containing loads of also highly toxic cya-

nides which may be detoxified in biotechnological systems, and Jeon

et al. compiled more complex systems established with non-biotic and/or

biotic ‘‘ingredients’’, in order to improve the degradation of pollutants.

Finally, a stimulating overview on the transformation of polycyclic aromatic

compounds (PAHs) by Ascomycetes, a representative of the always less consid-

ered eukaryotic microbes, is provided by Aranda.

Of course, other relevant subjects for Environmental Biotechnology have

also been addressed in recent years. New advancements in the areas of

methodologies and technologies are presented in the contributions made by

Mirete et al., and by Armengaud. Prospecting enzymes with novel features

in metagenomic studies is the focus of the article from Mirete et al.;

especially, when the target sources are the so badly called extreme (as

anthropogenically minded) environments. Here, the opportunity is double:

to find new (extreme) versions of known functions or, find entirely new ones.

The use of appropriate functional tests (maybe the more demanding task)

not only has provided us with new genes and complete sequences, one of the

main advantages of this approach which contrasts with purely based high

throughput sequencing approaches, but also allows the finding of a signifi-

cant number of conserved, hypothetical proteins to which at least the use of

the above-referred functional approach to detect them provides a starting

point for further characterization and extensive studies. Despite the latter,

the appropriate combination of functional screenings by pyrosequencing

and culture-dependent methods potentiates the final outcome, as taking

advantage of the two complementing main features: the functional deter-

mination and a high coverage. The impact of metagenomic approaches is

also highlighted in the articles from Makhalanyane et al. on microbial

diversity and function in polar soils, and it is clearly presented in the article

by Chen et al. on studies of microbial communities in acid mine drainage. It

is also used to analyze the available information within metal-stressed

microbial communities, as highlighted in the article by Gillan.

Concerning new methodologies as well as novel technologies, one explosive

area is that one covered by Armengaud on next-generation proteomics. One

rather silly measure of the contingent relevance of this approach is that this

article has the high number of 2015 references of this issue in Current

Opinion on Environmental Biotechnology. As Armengaud clearly states, one

of the main challenges of the proteomics-focused technologies is the

demand to address less known phenomena (hidden diversity, life under

extreme circumstances, complex communities, heterogeneity within popu-

lations, etc.). Here again, the combination of the approaches by proteomics,

in their different ways (proteogenomics, metaproteomics, etc.) with high-

throughput RNA sequencing and draft genomics is powerful, and is re-

quired.

In addition to the article by Mirete et al., three other contributions of this

special issue are focused on phenomena in environmental biotechnology

occurring under extreme, stressful conditions. The article by Chen

et al. focuses on acid mine drainage (AMD) communities, which are

characterized to cope with low organic matter, high metal levels and other

‘‘standard’’ life limiting conditions. In this article, it clearly appears that

significantly new and different bacterial lineages, showing a rather surprising

taxonomical and functional diversity in such constrained environments, are
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found through culture-dependent approaches, thus

claiming to rescue the use of ‘‘traditional’’ approaches.

The presence of archaeal groups playing variable roles in

AMD community dynamics leave open the interesting

question raised by the authors concerning the potential

role of eukaryotic organisms and viruses in spatial/tem-

poral dynamics of these AMD communities. The end

point of such studies is the evident connection with

improved biotechnological applications and challenges

on bioleaching and bioremediation of metal-polluted

sites. Related to metal-polluted environments, and thus

potential developments for new biotechnologies to deal

with metal effects, the article by Gillan is completely

based on studies using metaproteomic approaches to

unveil metal resistance in Nature. What clearly comes

out of this analysis is, given the still rather low number of

such studies in this field, the amazing palette of number

and diversity of metal resistance strategies found in

microbial communities, a clear effect of the evolutionary

pressures as microbes have to cope with metal stress since

the beginning of life on Earth. Two especially interesting

points are raised in Gillan’s article: one is the probable

connection between metal and antibiotic or toxin resis-

tance; and the other one is interspecies cooperation, i.e.

that metal (antibiotic/toxin) resistance is not the result of

what an individual species may produce or have, but what

resulted from the combined action of several interacting

species.

Although it is also affecting other environmental process-

es already addressed in this comment, indeed the article

by Makhalanyane et al. is the one that more clearly

tackles the effects of global climate changes and, there-

fore, how environmental biotechnologies may face this

new scenario. Global climate changes are undoubtedly

and dramatically affecting processes in polar soils. The

article by Makhalanyane et al. also claims for the need to

correct the relative scarcity of temporal (dynamics) stud-

ies (in contrast with base-line studies) affecting proper
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knowledge of polar microbial communities and the

above-mentioned effects. An additional claim made by

the authors is the need to consider viruses, eukaryotic

microbes and microinvertebrates to fully address the

impact of life-threatening processes and the ways to

prevent or to diminish their effects.

Two other articles clearly showing different degrees of

applications of environmental biotechnologies (as judged

by commercially available products) are represented by

those from Nerenberg and by Lapsansky et al. For one

side, and despite the fact that Nerenberg’s article indi-

cates several fundamental research questions still requir-

ing resolution to the need for proper knowledge of the

features of the counter-diffusional biofilms, contrasting

conventional co-diffusional biofilms, it is quite clear that

membrane-biofilm reactors (or membrane aerated biofilm

reactors, MABRs) now represent a technology which is in

the market. Just as examples, MABRs that supply H2 to

drive denitrification, or for pollutant removal. On the

other side, the interesting new concept on soil memory

developed in the review article by Lapsansky et al., has

indeed a powerful potential to lead to new technologies

based on supporting soil suppressiveness, i.e. soils that

protect crops from diseases produced by phytopathogens,

in a sustainable agriculture mode, as chemicals, frequent-

ly pollutants, used to fight or prevent disease can in such a

way be replaced. Soil memory is the mechanism behind

such plant protection. Although more soil properties

(abiotic factors) and temporal studies are required, it is

now clear that soil memory may be, at least in part,

explained through a sort of fascinating phenomena rang-

ing from vertical transmission of biocontrolling endo-

phytes, plant and microbe proteins excreted to soil,

other plant components trapped in the soil matrix, or

mycelial underground networking. The functional rela-

tion of soil memory (a sort of humoral immunity) with the

microbiome transfer to the offspring in animals is quite

evident.
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